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In this paper it is shown that at the edges of prosodic domains, initial consonant and final vowels
have more extreme~less reduced! lingual articulations, which are called articulatory strengthening.
Linguopalatal contact for consonants and vowels in different prosodic positions was compared,
using reiterant-speech versions of sentences with a variety of phrasings read by three speakers of
American English. Four prosodic domains were considered: the phonological word, the
phonological~or intermediate! phrase, the intonational phrase, and the utterance. Domain-initial
consonants show more linguopalatal contact than domain-medial or domain-final consonants, at
three prosodic levels. Most vowels, on the other hand, show less linguopalatal contact in
domain-final syllables compared to domain-initial and domain-medial. As a result, the articulatory
difference between segments is greater around a prosodic boundary, increasing the articulatory
contrast between consonant and vowels, and prosodic domains are marked at both edges.
Furthermore, the consonant initial strengthening is generally cumulative, i.e., the higher the prosodic
domain, the more linguopalatal contact the consonant has. However, speakers differed in how many
and which levels were distinguished in this way. It is suggested that this initial strengthening could
provide an alternative account for previously observed supralaryngeal declination of consonants.
Acoustic duration of the consonants is also affected by prosodic position, and this lengthening is
cumulative like linguopalatal contact, but the two measures are only weakly correlated. ©1997
Acoustical Society of America.@S0001-4966~97!04106-4#

PACS numbers: 43.70.Aj, 43.70.Fq@AL #
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INTRODUCTION

It is by now well-established that prosody affects artic
lation. Beckman and Edwards~1994, p. 8! define prosody as
‘‘the organizational framework that measures off chunks
speech into countable constituents of various sizes.’’ Th
constituents are called prosodic domains, and their organ
tion is called prosodic structure. Prosodic structure plays
important role in the realization of the ‘‘content’’ of speec
sounds~Beckman and Edwards, 1994; Pierrehumbert a
Beckman, 1988, p. 116; Fujimura, 1990b, p. 325!. Beckman
and Edwards distinguish two kinds of locations within pr
sodic domains that lead to differences in the articulation
content. One location is the head, or most prominent par
a domain. For example, a nuclear accented syllable is
head of an intermediate phrase, and its vowel can h
greater duration, lingual displacement towards the targe
velocity than other vowels~Beckman and Edwards, 1994; d
Jong, 1995!. The other location is next to the boundaries
the domain, the initial and final edge positions. For examp
lengthening, a temporal change, has been found to occu
the initial and final edges of prosodic domains~e.g., Oller,
1973 for English; Byrdet al., 1997 for Tamil!. Our interest
here is to add to the literature on domain edges, particul
the relatively small literature concerning spatial changes
edges.

For word edges, several studies have shown that art
lations of the tongue, lips, velum, and glottis differ in ma
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nitude in word-initial versus non-initial position~e.g.,
Fromkin, 1965; Vaissie`re, 1988; Krakow, 1989; Cooper
1991; Browman and Goldstein, 1992; Farnetani and Vay
1996!; for example, word-initial stops in English have mo
linguopalatal contact~Byrd, 1994, 1996!. For phrase and
sentence edges, similar articulatory variation has been fo
though the number of studies is smaller: more linguopala
contact for sentence-initial coronal stops~Keating, 1995!,
more lip rounding for sentence-initial rounded vowels~van
Lieshoutet al., 1995!. Fougeron and Keating~1996! found
less nasal airflow~interpreted as higher velum!, and more
linguopalatal contact, for French /n/ when initial in a phra
On the other hand, Byrdet al. ~1997! found lengthening but
no spatial changes at word and phrase edges in Tamil.
nally, acoustic records suggest that glottal articulations a
are influenced by phrasal position~Pierrehumbert and
Talkin, 1992; Jun, 1993; Dilleyet al., 1996!.

Another effect on articulation has also been sugges
That articulations are more extreme earlier in utterances
decline1 gradually over the course of utterances~e.g., Vais-
sière, 1986; Vayra and Fowler, 1992; Krakowet al., 1994;
Hinton, 1996!. Vayra and Fowler described the articulato
variation they found for stressed Italian vowels as a ‘‘s
pralaryngeal weakening’’ and ‘‘declination of supralarynge
gestures’’~p. 49!, ‘‘a weakening of the entire mechanism
respiratory, laryngeal and supralaryngeal for stressing
vowel’’ ~p. 59!. Most recently, Krakowet al. ~1994! found
37286)/3728/13/$10.00 © 1997 Acoustical Society of America
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that the height of the velum during the English /t/ depend
on its position from early to late in a sentence. The vel
was highest for the earliest /t/, intermediate for a middle
and lowest for the latest /t/. They described ‘‘supralaryng
declination’’ as ‘‘a general ‘winding down’ in speech’’~p.
333!.

The question arises, then, how supralaryngeal decl
tion, apparently a global effect of serial position in a se
tence, is related to the local effect of being at the edge o
prosodic domain. One idea has been that they are the s
thing: That domain-final articulations are reduced relative
domain-initial ones precisely because they come later in
domain~Krakow 1989, p. 181!. Yet existing data make clea
that effects at word and phrase edges cannot be ascribe
simple sentence-level declination, because those effect
not depend on serial order. For example, in Byrd~1994!, Jun
~1993!, and Pierrehumbert and Talkin~1992!, the position of
test segments in test sentences was controlled across
parisons. If edge effects and declination are to be rela
then it must be in a more complicated way.

An important finding about domain-final lengthening
relevant here. Klatt~1975! and Wightmanet al. ~1992!
showed that final lengthening is found at more than one
main level, and the lengthening is greater at the end of hig
domains than of lower domains. That is, this edge eff
operates hierarchically. Similarly, Jun~1993 p. 237! pro-
posed that ‘‘there is a hierarchy of strength of prosodic
sition’’ to account for her finding that voice onset tim
~VOT! of a Korean consonant is greatest when phrase-ini
next greatest when word-initial but phrase-medial, and le
when word- and phrase-medial. Supralaryngeal declina
could also be hierarchically nested@as is f0 declination
~Thorsen, 1985; Maeda, 1976!#, and occur not only at the
sentence level, but also at the word level, and at phr
levels in between. Under this interpretation, then, declinat
would not depend strictly on serial position within a se
tence, but instead on serial position within any given p
sodic domain.

However, alternative hypotheses to declination are a
potentially consistent with previous observations. Figure
shows a schematic of different possible patterns within
single prosodic domain, with three points highlighted in ea
pattern. Articulation varies along some arbitrary dimens
on which lower, less extreme, values indicate articulat
reduction. We will refer to less extreme articulations
weakened~right panels! and more extreme articulations a
strengthened~left panels!. This is the same notion of weak
ening as that used by Vayra and Fowler~1992! and in his-
torical linguistics~Straka, 1963!. Figure 1~a! and ~b! shows
progressive trends in the two directions:Progressive weak-
ening, corresponding to supralaryngeal declination, andpro-
gressive strengthening, a kind of reverse declination. In con
trast, the other patterns represent more localized effec
domain edges, as has been shown to be the case for dom
final lengthening~Wightman et al., 1992; Beckmanet al.,
1992!. Figure 1~d! shows a pattern that we will callfinal
weakening, a local reduction or lenition only at the end of th
domain. Figure 1~e! shows the converse, what we will ca
initial strengthening. Initial strengthening accords with
3729 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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Fujimura’s suggestion~1990a, p. 232! that ‘‘Syllable initial
position, as well as word and phrase initial position, seem
be generally characterized by more ‘forceful’ articulato
gestures~...!.’’ Other possible local effects are given in Fig
1~f! ~initial weakening! and ~c! ~final strengthening!, and
combinations in~g! ~V-shaped initial plus final strengthen
ing! and ~c! ~initial plus final weakening!.

Any of these patterns can be hierarchically nested
some small number of datapoints is then sampled from
whole, then it is possible to obtain a set of three declin
datapoints not only from nested progressive weakening,
also from nested initial strengthening or nested final we
ening. All that is required is that the test utterance is p
duced with a certain kind of prosodic organization, in whi
the hierarchical levels decrease along with serial position
the sentence. That would be any prosodic structure in wh
the first datapoint is from a segment which is initial in a hi
prosodic domain~e.g., an utterance!, the second segment i
initial in some lower prosodic domain~e.g., a phrase!, and
the third segment is initial in an even lower prosodic dom
~e.g., a word!. There is thus a distinction between what c
be observed in a set of datapoints versus the mechanisms
might underlie and produce that observation. The fact t
some measure declines over an utterance does not by
mean that speech involves a declination mechanism. Th
fore our attention is focused on local effects as an alterna
to declination.

The present experiment was designed with four go
The first is to determine whether the articulation of a se
ment varies depending on its position in long sentences.
second is to determine if any such variation is due to a lo
strengthening or weakening at particular prosodic positio
or if it is due to a global progressive trend. To do this w
compared consonants and vowels in a CV syllable in init
medial, and final positions within each of four prosodic d
mains. The third goal is to test whether the articulatory var

FIG. 1. A schematic of possible patterns of articulatory variation within
prosodic domain. The horizontal axis represents time; the vertical axis
resents an arbitrary dimension of articulatory variation, in which lower v
ues are a less extreme articulation. See text for explanation of indivi
panels.
3729C. Fougeron and P. A. Keating: Articulatory strengthening
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tion occurs at more than one prosodic level and is hierar
cally cumulative. To do this we positioned test segments
different prosodic levels. The fourth goal is to test for aco
tic correlates of these articulatory differences; here we w
focus only on durational correlates.

I. EXPERIMENT

A. Method

1. Electropalatography

The articulatory measure for consonants and vowels
linguopalatal contact, contact between the tongue blade/f
and the hard palate. Variation in the amount of linguopala
contact indicates differences in overall oral constriction. L
guopalatal contact was measured by electropalatogra
~EPG!. The Kay Elemetrics Palatometer was used in t
experiment; its custom-made pseudopalates have 96
trodes covering the entire hard palate and the inside surf
of the molars. Each sweep of the 96 electrodes takes 1.7
and the sampling interval is 10 ms.

2. Test sentences and reiterant speech

To obtain different phrasings in our test stimuli, we us
arithmetic statements in which the phrasing of the wo
would be crucial to conveying the meaning, shown in Ta
I. The last three test sentences require some prosodic di
biguation, while the first sentence is less constrained.
shown in Table I, these sentences were produced with
numeral ‘‘89’’ ~eighty-nine!, which usually has lexical stres
on its final syllable. Because we were particularly interes
in the behavior of the initial syllables, we wanted to avo
confounding stress and positional effects. To control for p
sible effects of lexical stress, lexical stress location was v
ied by using two additional trisyllabic numerals, ‘‘70’’~sev-
enty! with stress on its first syllable, and ‘‘100’’~one-
hundred! with stress on its second syllable.

The test sentences in Table I served as models for
erant speech, in which each syllable of a model sentenc
replaced by a single syllable~here, /no/!, but intonation and
other prosodic aspects of the model are meant to be
served. The reiterant utterances used the syllable ‘‘n
~/no/!, for all of the utterance before ‘‘equals.’’ For exampl
‘‘(89189189)* 895a lot’’ was read as ‘‘~nonono no non-
ono no nonono! no nonono equals a lot,’’ giving 15 reiteran
syllables. The vowel /o/ was chosen because it is one of
American vowels which occurs in both stressed and str
less syllables, yet is quite different from /n/ in its conta
pattern, thus making clear the consonant to vowel differen

TABLE I. Four types of models sentences for the reiterant speech with
syllable /no/.

Model sentences

1. 89189189189 5a lot.
2. (89189)* (89189) 5a lot.
3. 89* (89189189) 5a lot.
4. (89189189)* 89 5a lot.
3730 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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3. Subjects and procedure

There were three female American English speakers
the experiment, all phoneticians in the UCLA Phoneti
Laboratory. Speaker 1 was the second author. Speakers 2
3 were graduate students who had participated in one pr
ous EPG study~Byrd, 1994! but were naive about the presen
study.

Each test sentence was repeated six times. Speak
read all combinations of the three numerals and four s
tence types, for a total of 72 sentences. Speakers 2 an
produced all the numerals only in the first sentence type, a
the other sentence types only with ‘‘89,’’ for a total of 3
sentences per speaker. Subjects were not told how to ph
each sentence, but instead were simply asked to speak m
erately fast and to convey the mathematical meanings in
cated, which they all said they understood. Subjects pr
ticed first with the real words, then reiterantly a few time
The audio signal was recorded along with the EPG sign
using an ordinary tabletop microphone in an open laborat
room. Both the audio~12.8-kHz sampling rate, 16-bit reso
lution! and the EPG signal~100-Hz sampling rate! were re-
corded digitally in Kay Elemetrics’s Computerized Spee
Lab ~CSL!.

4. Measurements

Linguopalatal contact was measured for each /n/ and
EPG data were analyzed outside CSL by computing the p
cent of the 96 electrodes contacted in each data frame~Byrd
et al., 1995!. Each percentage point, then, is about equal
one electrode contacted. Figure 2 shows data for sample
kens by speaker 1, for the first two sentence types, using
number ‘‘89’’ as the model. Notice that in both sample se
tences the first /n/ has noticeably greater contact that does
second /n/, while the third /o/ has noticeably less contact th
does either of the first two /o/’s.

FIG. 2. EPG sample data: The line that moves up and down across the g
is the linguopalatal contact~as percent of electrodes contacted! over time for
two samples of the reiterant sentences based on ‘‘891891891895a lot’’
and ‘‘(89189)* (89189)5a lot,’’ produced by speaker 1. At the top o
each sample, reiterant syllables~/no/! aligned with percent-contact display
and arithmetic operators1 and* indicated; below the percent-contact dis
play, /n/ aligned with maximum contact and /o/ with minimum contac
Above the percent contact display, codings of the 15 test syllables as~ni-
tial!, m~edial!, or f~inal! in four prosodic domains: utterance~U!, intona-
tional phrase~IP!, phonological phrase~PP!, and word~W!.

e

3730C. Fougeron and P. A. Keating: Articulatory strengthening
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For each segment~stop or vowel! contact was measure
in a single frame, the one showing the extreme contact
that segment. This extreme was defined differently for the
and the /o/, because their articulatory targets are in oppo
directions. Because a canonical stop /n/ is characterized
linguopalatal closure, the target of its articulatory movem
was considered to be a maximum contact. Because a can
cal vowel /o/ is characterized by a lingual lowering and ba
ing, the target of its articulatory movement was considere
be a minimum contact. With two segments per /no/ syllab
15 syllables per utterance, and 144 utterances, there w
total of 4320 contact measurements.

In addition, acoustic durations of /n/’s and /o/’s we
measured from computer-displayed spectrograms. Segm
tion was based on the presence of energy in the region o
higher formants.

Finally, a tonal transcription was made of each tok
with the help of a trained transcriber who listened to t
audio signal and looked at thef0 contour, the segmenta
durations, and any pauses. Phrase tones and boundary
were transcribed using the tonal part of the ToBI syst
~Silvermanet al., 1992!.

Statistical analyses were performed on the coded d
using StatView~Abacus Concepts, 1992!. The tests used ar
described in each results section below. We note here
that, because the speakers selected their own phrasings
because the categories form a hierarchy, the sample siz
the different prosodic categories varied widely, but we
never smaller than 25 per cell.

5. Prosodic coding

In order to compare different prosodic positions, ea
segment was coded according to its position in a proso
structure derived from prosodic hierarchy theory~see Wight-
man et al., 1992 or Shattuck-Hufnagel and Turk, 1996 f
reviews!. ~1! Our highest level is an utterance~henceforth
utterance or U!. An utterance here corresponds to a compl
sentence. Although not all researchers agree on the exist
of the utterance as a distinct prosodic domain, it seems
sible that the very beginning of an utterance~in a pretheo-
retical sense, meaning simply when a speaker begins talk!
could have some special status with respect to articulat
~2! This utterance domain contains one or more intonatio
phrases@henceforth IP, also called Full Intonational Phras
by Beckman and Pierrehumbert~1986!#. An IP is defined by
a complete intonational contour, including a final bounda
tone.~3! Our intermediate level is a smaller phrasal doma
defined by at least one pitch accent and a phrase tone.
the Intermediate Phrase of Beckman and Pierrehum
~1986!, and is roughly equivalent to the phonological phra
of other authors. For clarity of abbreviation we will refer to
here as the phonological phrase~henceforth PP!. ~4! The
phonological word~henceforth word or W! in this study cor-
responds to a numeral like ‘‘eighty-nine.’’ While the su
parts of ‘‘89’’ and ‘‘100’’ ~‘‘eighty,’’ ‘‘nine,’’ ‘‘one,’’
‘‘hundred’’! are themselves lexical words, ‘‘89’’ and ‘‘100,’
like other compounds, function as single prosodic as wel
3731 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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morphosyntactic words.~5! We considered a domain lowe
than the word, the syllable~henceforth syllable, syll, or S!
solely in our across-domain comparisons.

Given the strictly hierarchical relation of these leve
every syllable in every token could be coded according to
position in each domain. Figure 2 shows the coding of
syllables in the two sample tokens. In every case the en
sentence was taken to be a single utterance. This means
the first syllable in each token was coded as U-initial, and
other test syllables in each token were coded as U-med
There were no U-final test syllables, because the ‘‘equa
lot’’ portion of the tokens was not analyzed. Each nume
was a phonological word, and the initial, medial, and fin
syllables of the numerals were coded as word-initial, wo
medial, and word-final, respectively. For the cross-dom
analysis the W-medial syllables were recoded as syll-init
The arithmetic operators ‘‘plus’’ and ‘‘times’’ were not use
as words, since their single syllables are both W-initial a
W-final, but they were coded for all higher levels.

Figure 2 also shows codings for the two intermedia
prosodic levels used in this study, IP and PP. For these
levels, there was inter- and intra-speaker variation in phr
ing ~as in Fujimura, 1990a!, so that the coding depended o
the tonal transcription of each token. Consider first the
level. Because the prosodic domains are taken to be str
layered, the first syllable of each token is necessarily ini
in an IP. The end of the IP is defined by the presence o
boundary tone. Any syllable after an IP-final syllable is I
initial; all other syllables are IP-medial. Some tokens, li
sample No. 1, had no syllables coded as IP-final, mean
that the first IP continued past the last test syllable into
‘‘equals a lot.’’ In general, there was a tendency for pare
theses to delimit IPs, though not in either of the examp
shown here. Finally, consider the PP level. The first sylla
of a token is necessarily PP-initial. The end of a PP is
fined by an intermediate break, and any following syllable
PP-initial. The PPs seen in Fig. 2 comprise either single
merals, or a ‘‘plus’’ and a following numeral, or a ‘‘times’
alone. Although these are the general tendencies, o
phrasings occurred as well. Both operators and nume
were coded for position in these two domains~as well as in
the utterance!. If an operator formed a PP or IP by itself,
was coded as both initial and final, as with the ‘‘PPi-f’’ i
sample No. 2, and was excluded from all further analys
Although some prosodic domains are consistently lon
than others here~an utterance always contains more than
syllables and a word only three syllables!, PPs and IPs have
variable length. Also word-, PP-, and IP- initial syllables c
occur in various position in the utterance, so it is not the c
that syllables which are initial in a higher level come earl
in the utterance than syllables which are initial in a low
domain. The consonant and vowel of each syllable are co
the same as the syllable as a whole. To avoid potential c
fusion with absolute positions in a CV, /o/ in a domain-initi
CV syllable will be referred to as ‘‘initial-syllable /o/’’ and
/n/ in a domain-final CV syllable will be referred to a
‘‘final-syllable /n/.’’ Finally, syllables in numerals were
coded as stressed or unstressed based on auditory im
sions of each speaker’s pronunciation.2
3731C. Fougeron and P. A. Keating: Articulatory strengthening
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B. Results for linguopalatal contact

1. Within-domain comparisons

We tested for variation in linguopalatal contact of /
and /o/ within each prosodic domain in order to determ
which, if any, of the mechanisms presented in Fig. 1 is
work in our data~especially, a local effect at domain edg
or a global trend!. Recall that the dependent variable, t
measure of articulatory variation, is the extreme value
linguopalatal contact. For /n/, for which the extreme of co
tact is the maximum value, strengthening would corresp
to an increase in contact. In contrast, for /o/, for which t
extreme of contact is the minimum value, strengthen
would be a decrease in contact. Weakening will show
reverse patterns. A decrease of contact for /o/ can result f
a backing or lowering of the tongue, but to simplify here w
will describe it as ‘‘opening.’’

a. Tests for domain initial effects: initial versus medi
and final syllables.In this analysis we compare the initia
syllable with the medial and final syllables in each proso
domain to test for local effects in domain-initial positio
First, U-initial segments were compared to U-medial s
ments, i.e., all other segments~recall that there are no U-fina
test segments!. Second, IP-initial segments which were n
also U-initial were compared to IP-medial and IP-final se
ments. Third, PP-initial segments which were not also
initial or U-initial were compared to PP-medial and PP-fin
segments. Finally, W-initial segments which were not a
PP-initial, IP-initial, or U-initial were compared to W-media
and W-final segments. Therefore, in these analyses, ‘
initial,’’ for example, means ‘‘the highest domain in whic
this syllable is initial is the IP.’’ This limitation to ‘‘exclu-
sive’’ coding was necessary to ensure that initial segment
some smaller domain would not have greater average con
than the medials or finals because some initials were
initial in a larger domain. With three speakers, there w
thus a total of 12 comparisons.

Figure 3 shows the average values for each speake
these linguopalatal contact measures for the /n/’s and
/o/’s in initial, medial, and final positions within each pro
sodic domain. For this analysis, all data from the three s
jects were used. Table II gives the results of statistical co
parisons by one-factor analysis of variance~ANOVA ! and
Fisher’s protected least significant difference~PLSD! post
hocpairwise comparisons, with 0.05 as the significance le
for all tests. The null hypothesis is that there is no differen
in contact across these positions within each domain.

Consider first the /n/’s. For all three speakers, U-init
/n/’s have significantly more contact than U-medial /n/
IP-initial /n/’s have significantly more contact than IP-med
and IP-final-syllable /n/’s; PP-initial /n/’s have significant
more contact than PP-medial and PP-final-syllable /n
More linguopalatal contact in initial position for /n/ is a
initial strengthening. On the other hand, no general patter
seen within words; only speaker 3 has more contact
W-initial /n/ than for both W-medial and W-final-syllable /n
Speaker 1 does not show variation across word positions.
speaker 2, Word initial /n/’s have more contact than med
ones but not more than final ones.
3732 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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Note that this initial strengthening holds although t
prosodic coding is exclusive for domain initial /n/’s. How
ever, another possible confound in this kind of analysis co
be that the higher-domain-medial /n/’s would have less c
tact simply because they would also be in medial or fi
syllables in the word. Nonetheless, when we compared
tials, medials, and finals within the PP and IP levels, tak
only /n/’s which are W-initial or in operators, much the sam
result was found@~b! in Table II#. IP-initial /n/’s still had
significantly more contact than medials for all three speak
PP-initial /n/’s still had significantly more contact than m
dials for two of the three speakers~speakers 1 and 2!; for
speaker 3~the subject who has more contact W-initially tha
medially and finally! the direction of difference was main
tained but it was no longer significant. Thus when the wo
and PP levels are taken together, every speaker distingui
initial consonants in one or the other domain.

Another confounding factor could be the position
lexical stress—this could favor one possible mechan
compared to the others, especially at the word level.
speaker 1, we recorded the reiterant version of the three
merals in all the sentence types. When the three lexical st

FIG. 3. Maximum linguopalatal contact for /n/’s~left! and minimum lin-
guopalatal contact for /o/’s~right! in three positions~initial, medial, final! in
each of the four prosodic domains~utterance, intonational phrase, phon
logical phrase, word!. Speaker results are shown separately within ea
panel. See Table II for significance of comparisons. All data from all spe
ers are included here, coded exclusively. A more extreme articulatio
more contact for /n/ and less contact for /o/.
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TABLE II. Results of statistical comparisons for Sec. I B 1. Ficher’s PLSDpost hoccomparison of percent of linguopalatal contact between initial ver
medial versus final /n/’s and /o/’s at the four prosodic domains defined for the three speakers.*5p,0.05; ns5p>0.05. The columns for each domai
correspond to:~a! all data in Fig. 5,~b! only W-initial and operators,~c! not W-initial or PP-initial.

All numerals

/n/ /o/

U IP PP W U IP PP W

Speaker 1 ~a! ~a! ~b! ~c! ~a! ~b! ~c! ~a! ~a! ~a! ~b! ~c! ~a! ~b! ~c! ~a!
initial versus medial .* .* .* .* .* ns ,* ,* ,* ,* ,* ,*
initial versus final .* .* ns ns .* .*
medial versus final .* ns ns ns ns .* .* .* .* .*

Speaker 2
initial versus medial .* .* .* .* .* .* ns ns ns ns ns .*
initial versus final .* .* ns .* .* .*
medial versus final ns ns ns ,* ,* .* .* .* .* .*

Speaker 3
initial versus medial .* .* .* .* ns .* ,* ns ns .* .* ,*
initial versus final .* .* .* .* .* .*
medial versus final ns ,* ns ns ns .* .* .* .* .*
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patterns are equally represented in this way, initial streng
ening of /n/ is found at every level except the word lev
suggesting that lexical stress is not the cause of the ov
initial strengthening pattern. However, at the word level
distinction is found between initial, medial, and final-syllab
/n/’s, suggesting that there could be an effect of lexi
stress.

Next consider the /o/’s, shown in the panels at the ri
in Fig. 3. Recall that initial strengthening, a more extrem
articulation in domain initial position, would mean for /o
less contact~greater opening!, while initial weakening would
mean more contact. Initial-syllable /o/’s~/o/’s in the initial
CV syllable of a domain! have less contact than medial /o/
for only half of the 12 comparisons: within all levels fo
speaker 1, and within utterance and word for speaker 3
two comparisons initial-syllable /o/’s have more contact th
medials, and in the other comparisons they have the s
contact. So for the vowel /o/, there is some initial streng
ening, but it is less prevalent than that observed for /n/, be
consistent for only one speaker. These results hold whe
we include only vowels in the word-initial syllable, or a
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vowels, at higher prosodic levels@Table III~a! and ~b!#.
b. Tests for domain-final effects: final versus initial an

medial syllables. In this analysis we compare the final sy
lable with the medial and initial syllables in each prosod
domain to test for local effects in domain-final position. Th
test cannot be done at the utterance level, since there ar
U-final test syllables. With three speakers and three lev
then, there are nine tests to be made for /n/ and for /o/. F
consider the consonants.~Recall that final-syllable /n/’s are
the /n/’s in the final CV syllable of a domain.! In Fig. 3, the
difference between medial and final-syllable /n/’s can
seen to vary in size and direction across levels and spea
sometimes medials have more contact than finals~for ex-
ample, speaker 1 in the IP!. However, again we must b
careful about confounds across levels. Medials could h
more contact than finals simply because more of the med
could be initial in some lower domain~s! and get strength-
ened at that lower level. This is likely to be the case beca
domain-final syllables are almost never initial in lower d
mains. Therefore only domain-medial and domain-fin
syllable /n/’s which are not initial in any lower domain~word
TABLE III. Hierarchical prosodic levels significantly (p,0.05) distinguished by the amount of~a! linguopala-
tal contact for initial /n/;~b! linguopalatal contact for the final vowel V1 preceding initial /n/;~c! linguopalatal
contact for the initial-syllable vowel V2 following initial /n/;~d! C-to-V contact difference~/n/ minus V2!; ~e!
V-to-C contact difference~/n/ minus V1!; ~f! acoustic duration of /n/;~g! acoustic duration of final /o/~V1!.
Results presented by speakers for the subset of data with the numeral ‘‘89.’’

Speaker 1 Speaker 2 Speaker 3

~a! IPi.PPi.Wi5Si Ui.IPi5PPi.Wi.Si Ui5IPi.PPi5Wi.Si
~Ui5PPi and Ui5IPi!

~b! IPf,PPf,Wf5Sf IPf5PPf,Wf,Sf IPf,PPf,Sf,Wf
~c! IPi,Ui,PPi,Wi,Si Ui,IPi,Si,PPi Ui,Wi,PPi5IPi,Si
~d! IPi.Ui.PPi.Wi.Si Ui.IPi.PPi.Wi.Si Ui.IPi5PPi.Si

(Wi5IPi,Wi.PPi)
~e! IPi.PPi.Wi5Si IPi5PPi.Wi.Si IPi5PPi5Si.Wi

~IPi.Wi!
~f! IPi.PPi.Wi.Si5Ui IPi5PPi.Wi.Ui.Si Ui5IPi.PPi.Wi.Si
~g! IPf5PPf.Wf5Sf IPf5PPf.Wf5Sf IPf.PPf.Sf.Wf
3733C. Fougeron and P. A. Keating: Articulatory strengthening
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or PP! were compared@~c! in Table II, and column~a! for the
word level#. Of the nine comparisons, three give a significa
difference between medial and final-syllable /n/’s: at t
word and PP levels for speaker 2, and at the IP level
speaker 3, with final-syllable /n/’s having more contact th
medial /n/’s, i.e., final strengthening. For the other six ca
final-syllable and medial /n/’s have the same contact.

For the vowels, it can be seen in Fig. 3 that /o/’s
domain-final positions generally show the least conta
Domain-final /o/’s are more open than medial /o/’s at ev
level for all speakers and domain-final /o/’s are usually m
open than /o/’s in domain-initial syllables, with speaker 1
IP domain the only exception. Greater opening or backin
a more extreme articulation for /o/, thus a final strengthen
This result cannot be due only to lexical stress on the fi
syllable of ‘‘89,’’ because in the data for speaker 1 thr
lexical stress patterns are included equally, and fi
strengthening is the same for this speaker as for the o
two.

c. Tests for declination within-domain and across ser
position. In the previous sections we have shown that init
/n/’s are more extreme in their constriction than medial a
final-syllable ones, and final /o/’s are more extreme in th
opening than initial and medial ones. There is some ini
strengthening of the /o/’s in the initial CV syllable, and le
consistent final strengthening of the /n/’s in the final C
syllable. In this section, we compare these results to se
they form a global trend across the three positions. In Fig
a declining pattern will show a progressive decrease of c
tact for /n/’s~as they become less closed!, and a progressive
increase of contact for /o/’s~as they become more closed!.

For /n/, the usual pattern is simple initial strengtheni
@Fig. 1~e!#, but there are three comparisons showing init
strengthening combined with final strengthening@Fig. 1~g!#.
There are no cases of declination. Thus the initial streng
ening of /n/ is not part of a larger declining trend. For /o/, t
relation across the three positions shows three different
terns. Four comparisons show a combination of initial a
final strengthening@Fig. 1~g!#, and three show simple fina
strengthening@Fig. 1~c!#. Two comparisons show a progre
sive opening trend@Fig. 1~a!#, with final /o/’s more open than
medial /o/’s and medial /o/’s more open than initial-syllab
/o/’s. This progressive opening of /o/ is significant f
speaker 2 at the word level, and for speaker 3 at the PP le
Thus, for these /o/’s we observed not a declination but
stead a progressive strengthening. In sum, evidence f
within-domain declination has been found for none of t
consonant comparisons; two vowel comparisons show a
verse declination, i.e., progressive strengthening.

We also tested for a sentence-level global trend t
would depend only on serial position of a segment in
sentence. We tested whether the amount of linguopa
contact varies linearly, either over the whole sentence
within smaller domains. This was done by testing for cor
lations between linguopalatal contact and linear position
the sentence, regressing serial position of the conson
~from syllable 1 to syllable 15! against their amount of con
tact, and using all data from all speakers. In the previ
analysis we averaged all domain-medial syllables and c
3734 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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pared them as a group to averaged domain-initial ones
domain-final ones; here we code all syllables by serial po
tion so each could show its contribution to a potential p
gressive trend. We found no such trends for /n/’s or /o
~r 2<0.01) for all comparisons: over /n/’s in all syllable
stressed syllables; W-initial syllables; PP-initial syllable
IP-initial syllables; over /n/’s only in medial and final sy
lables, taking out the strengthened W-initial, PP-initial, I
initial, and U-initial syllables; over all /o/’s or~following
Vayra and Fowler, 1992! stressed /o/’s only!. Thus we can
say that in our data there is neither overall declination
overall progressive strengthening for either consonants
vowels.

2. Hierarchical level of the domain boundary (across-
domain comparisons)

a. Effects on linguopalatal contact.The next analysis
focuses on the hierarchical nature of the strengtheni
found above. For example, we ask whether the ini
strengthening found for /n/ in different prosodic domains
cumulative, whether contact for initial consonants is grea
when they are initial in higher prosodic domains than wh
they are initial only in lower prosodic domains. The com
parisons were made by ANOVA followed by Fischer LPS
post hoccomparisons, with 0.05 as the significance level,
all pairings of domain initial /n/’s: W-initial /n/’s which are
not also initial in PP, IP, or U; PP-initial /n/’s which are no
also initial in IP or U; IP-initial /n/’s which are not also
initial in U; and U-initial /n/’s. In order to compare W-initia
consonants with ones initial in a lower domain, we includ
in the comparison syll-initial consonants that are not a
W-initial or W-final ~i.e., W-medial consonants!. Similar
comparisons are made with domain-final vowels and vow
in domain-initial syllables.

Figure 4~a! shows the average maximum contact for in
tial /n/’s according to the consonants’ highest domain,
just the sentences with ‘‘89’’~the numeral for which all the
speakers produced all the sentence types! for the individual
speakers. The general tendency is that the contact is re
to the hierarchical level of the domain boundary: Higher le
els show more contact. However, as can be seen in the fig
speakers vary. Not all levels are reliably distinguished, a
although three or four levels are distinguished, the spea
differ in which levels those are. Table III~a! summarizes the
significant differences for each speaker. In speaker 1’s d
IP-initial, PP-initial, and W-initial/syll-initial /n/’s are dis-
tinct, but U-initial is not different from either IP-initial or
PP-initial, and W-initial is not different from syll-initial~W-
medial! ~as already seen in the previous section!. Speaker 2
distinguishes U-initial, IP-initial/PP-initial, W-initial, and
syll-initial, but IP-initial is not different from PP-initial.
Speaker 3 distinguishes IP-initial/U-initial, W-initial/PP
initial, and syll-initial, but U-initial and IP-initial are not dif-
ferent from each other, nor are PP-initial and W-initial~as
already seen in the previous section!. In sum, syllable is dis-
tinguished from word~2 speakers!, word is distinguished
from PP~2 speakers!, and PP is distinguished from a highe
domain~3 speakers!, but whether that higher domain is th
IP or the utterance is variable.
3734C. Fougeron and P. A. Keating: Articulatory strengthening
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We can also ask whether the strengthening found f
domain-final /o/’s is cumulative in the same way. As ther
are no U-final /o/’s, there are four levels that could be di
tinguished. Some tokens had to be excluded from this ana
sis because an /o/ showed no contact at all: Its opening
greater than that of /o/’s showing contact on the pseudop
ate, but we have no way to infer its real degree of openin
There were 47 such /o/’s excluded, generally IP-final, som
times PP-final, mostly for speaker 2. Table III~b! presents the
comparison for the domain-final vowels~V1! preceding the
strengthened initial /n/. No speaker distinguishes all four le
els. The only common result is that W-final /o/’s are consi
tently less open than PP- and IP-final /o/’s. It seems th
above the word, final /o/’s are simply always quite ope
their degree of openness depending very little on their hie
archical prosodic position.

Recall that speaker 1 and to some extent speaker
showed strengthening of /o/’s in domain-initial syllable
~V2!. We can ask whether this strengthening is cumulativ
too. Results are presented in Table III~c!. More levels are
distinguished by /o/’s in initial syllables than by final /o/’s
but the number and order are different for the speakers. T
only common result, which in fact holds for all three speak
ers, is that U-initial-syllable /o/ has less contact~more
strengthening! than PP-initial-syllable /o/.

FIG. 4. Data on initial position at five hierarchical levels~utterance, intona-
tional phrase, phonological phrase, word, syllable! for ~a! maximum lin-
guopalatal contact for /n/;~b! difference in contact between initial /n/ and
following vowel ~C-to-V!; ~c! difference in contact between initial /n/ and
preceding~final! vowel ~V-to-C!; ~d! acoustic duration for /n/. Data for three
speakers, subset of the corpus with ‘‘89’’ in four sentence types.
3735 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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b. Effects on V-to-C and C-to-V linguopalatal conta
difference.Above we have seen the effects of prosodic po
tion on the extreme contact for /n/ and for /o/, consider
separately. In this section we consider the entire seque
V1CV2, to see whether the articulatory contrast between s
cessive segments is also affected by their prosodic posit
One measure of this is the contact difference between
preceding /o/~V1! and /n/, the V-to-C contact difference
These segments are heterosyllabic and span a pros
boundary. The other measure is between the /n/ and the
lowing /o/ ~V2!, the C-to-V contact difference. These se
ments are tautosyllabic and the syllable follows a proso
boundary.

Figure 4~b! shows the C-to-V contact difference for th
subset of the corpus with ‘‘89’’ for the three speakers. S
nificance of the comparisons is presented in Table III~d!. The
C-to-V contact difference generally shows more distinctio
than either /n/ or /o/ alone—five levels for two speake
three for the third—and in general these distinctions follo
the same hierarchical order as do those made by /n/ con
Figure 4~c! and Table III~e! show the V-to-C contact differ-
ence and the significance of the comparisons. This differe
is large, but not strongly cumulative.

Another way to see if an increase in contact for /n/
accompanied by a change in contact for /o/ is to look fo
correlation. For speaker 1, a strengthened /n/ is also
rounded by strengthened~i.e., more open! vowels, as shown
by a negative correlation between the amount of contact
/n/ and the amount of contact for V1 (r 250.5) and for V2
(r 250.2). For speaker 2, a strengthened initial /n/ is acco
panied by an increase of contact of the following vowel~V2
less open, positive correlation,r 250.2!, while the amount of
contact of the preceding vowel is not correlated with t
contact of /n/. For speaker 3, the contact of vowels and /
is independent (r 250.01).

3. Results for acoustic duration

Figure 4~d! presents the average acoustic duration
initial /n/’s according to the consonant’s highest domain,
the subset of the corpus with ‘‘89’’ for the three speake
Significant comparisons are given in Table III~f!. Compari-
son with Fig. 4~a! shows that the durations of /n/ follow th
same patterns as for linguopalatal contact, and except
U-initial /n/, they follow the prosodic hierarchy, with greate
initial lengthening in higher domains. Speakers 1 and 3 d
tinguish four prosodic levels by /n/ duration~IP-initial
greater than PP-initial, greater than W-initial, greater th
syll-initial!. The acoustic duration of U-initial /n/ is like syll
initial /n/ ~speaker 1!, or IP-initial /n/ ~speaker 3!. Speaker 2
does not distinguish between IP-initial and PP-initial /n/
and U-initial /n/’s are shorter than W-initial. Thus speakers
and 3 each make one more prosodic-domain distinction
/n/ duration than by /n/ linguopalatal contact, and speake
the same number.

In contrast to the results for initial /n/, domain-fina
vowel lengthening@Table III~g!# is only weakly cumulative.
For two speakers~1 and 2! only two levels are distinguished
by duration, IP-final and PP-final being longer than W-fin
and syll-final /o/’s. For speaker 3, four levels are dist
3735C. Fougeron and P. A. Keating: Articulatory strengthening
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guished, but not in the expected order: IP-final is longer th
PP-final, which is longer than syll-final, which is longer th
W-final. Thus, in our corpus, final vowels are generally po
indices of the hierarchical level of prosodic domains both
their spatial~linguopalatal contact! and temporal characteris
tics, though all three speakers have longer vowels phr
finally than W-finally.

Since duration and linguopalatal contact pattern si
larly, linear regressions of acoustic duration of /n/ agai
maximum linguopalatal contact were carried out. For
speakers, all segments in the four sentence types with ‘‘8
and in the flat sentence type with ‘‘70’’ and ‘‘100,’’ wer
used~this is more of the data than used in the factorial ana
ses reported above!. Despite the similarity of patterning fo
the two variables, the correlation between them was m
mal, whether we consider all /n/’s (r 250.06), domain-initial
(r 250.04) or final-syllable /n/’s (r 250.006), or all the /n/’s
except initial ones (r 250.05) or except final-syllable one
(r 250.09) or except the U-initial ones (r 250.07) ~which
show the greatest variation between speakers!. The vowels,
on the other hand, show a somewhat stronger correlatio
the longer the vowel is, the less contact it has~the more open
it is! (r 250.3). So for vowels, duration may be a contribu
ing factor to the degree of opening~or the reverse!. This
correlation would likely be greater if the most open vow
positions were more reliably tracked by EPG.

II. GENERAL DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION

We found that the articulation of consonants and vow
varies as a function of their position in long sentences. T
variation appears to be a localized effect at prosodic dom
edges, i.e., a strengthening of initial consonants and fi
vowels, and not a global declining trend. Initial strengthe
ing of consonants is found at different prosodic levels a
tends to be cumulative. Finally, this cumulative initi
strengthening of consonants is accompanied by a cumula
lengthening, though the correlation between strengthen
and lengthening is weak.

A. Initial strengthening

1. Within domains

Within each prosodic domain, /n/’s in initial CV syl
lables were found to have greater contact than /n/’s in me
and final CV syllables, while /n/’s in medial and final C
syllables had comparable contact, at the utterance, IP, an
or word levels. That is, we found initial strengthening for /
in that the articulation of /n/ was more extreme in doma
initial positions. There were three cases combining ini
and final strengthening of /n/. There was no declination
the articulation of /n/ at any level for any speaker. Neith
was there final weakening; however, it must be borne
mind that the possibility of a weakening of final~coda! con-
sonants at any or all prosodic levels cannot be rejected, s
we looked only at CV syllables.

When the same comparisons were made for /o/’s,
only consistent result was that /o/’s in final syllables we
found to have less contact than /o/’s in initial and med
syllables in almost every case. Since less contact me
3736 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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greater opening/backing for /o/, this is a more extreme
ticulation and therefore a final strengthening. We also
served some combinations of final and initial strengtheni
and some progressive strengthening, but because these
not consistent, no reliable overall pattern across the th
positions emerges for /o/ in the way that one does for /n

Finally, we showed that most of the prosodic doma
considered are delimited by strengthened articulations.
beginning edge of prosodic domains is marked by length
ing and increasing contact for the consonant. The final e
of prosodic domains is marked by lengthening and decre
ing contact for the vowel. As a result of these initial and fin
edge effects, a prosodic domain is set off at both its edg
This finding can be related to Dilleyet al. ~1996!, who
showed that glottalization of word-initial vowels occu
more frequently at onsets of higher prosodic constitue
therefore marking off these constituents.

2. Across domains

When /n/’s that are initial in different prosodic domain
are compared, initial strengthening is found to be somew
cumulative. /n/’s that are initial in some higher prosodic d
mains have more linguopalatal contact than /n/’s initial
some lower prosodic domains. The experiment allowed co
parisons of five levels of prosodic structure: syllable, wo
phonological~or intermediate! phrase, intonational phrase
and utterance. Overall, three or four levels were dist
guished by significant differences in linguopalatal contact
the initial consonant. IP-initial /n/’s were always distin
from word- and syllable-initial /n/’s. But differences betwee
speakers are noteworthy, in both how many, and which, l
els were distinguished. Thus while there is clearly some
mulative initial strengthening across domains, it does
seem to be tied to distinguishing specific prosodic levels;
can say only that speakers distinguished three or four le
this way.

There is no reason to expect any one articulatory
acoustic correlate to distinguish all prosodic domai
Wightmanet al. ~1992! found that preboundary vowel dura
tion distinguished only four of the seven perceptually distin
levels they tested. If we compare the distinctions made
acoustic duration and by different linguopalatal contact m
sures, it seems that C-to-V difference and initial lengthen
are, for two of the three speakers, better correlates of
prosodic hierarchy. In contrast, it is surprising that fin
vowel lengthening marked only two distinctions in our co
pus, between word and higher levels, but not between
two phrasal levels as was shown in Wightmanet al. ~1992!.
We have no explanation for this.

3. What about declination?

In the Introduction we sketched an alternative accoun
supralaryngeal declination of initial consonants as descri
by Krakow et al. ~1994!, based on nested initial strengthe
ing or final weakening. Our experiment shows initi
strengthening for consonants; can we then account for de
nation by this strengthening? The plausibility of an initi
strengthening account of declination over three datapo
3736C. Fougeron and P. A. Keating: Articulatory strengthening
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depends on whether initial strengthening can distingu
three prosodic levels. Initial strengthening would give a p
tern looking like declination if the consonants compared
initial in these three prosodic domains and if the hierarch
levels of these domains decreases along with their serial
sition in the sentence. To see this, consider again Fig. 2,
sample data, for example the top utterance. It is possibl
pick three datapoints for /n/ which show declination: for e
ample, the first /no/~which is U-initial and IP-initial!, the
eighth /no/, corresponding to the second ‘‘plus’’~which is
PP-initial!, and the 13th /no/, corresponding to the beginn
of the last numeral~which is W-initial!. This apparent decli-
nation is only the consequence of three different degree
strengthening at the word, PP, and IP levels. If only th
points had been considered, we would have concluded
there is declination. Yet all of our systematic compariso
testing for declination yielded none.

B. What is the nature of this strengthening?

The terms ‘‘strengthening’’ and ‘‘weakening,’’ as we
as the variants ‘‘fortition’’ and ‘‘lenition,’’ are often used to
characterize segment variation or historical changes~Hock,
1992!, but it is seldom that those terms are phonetically
articulatorily defined, or that the mechanism leading to
variation is explained. Our results lead us to think that
variation we observe is the result of a general phenome
in speech, which we callarticulatory strengthening at
prosodic-domain edges. We have considered this strengthe
ing to mean more extreme articulation, that is, spatial va
tion. Strengthening may also involve greater lengtheni
that is, temporal variation. Our observations of linguopala
contact variation are only the result of this strengthening
are not sufficient to establish its nature. Here we will propo
and discuss some possible mechanisms that may induc
more extreme articulations of strengthened segments.

~1! Increased duration. In general, shorter durations o
ten ~though not necessarily! lead to articulatory undershoo
~Lindblom, 1963; Moon and Lindblom, 1994!. Conversely,
stronger segments could have more extreme articulations
cause they are longer, and thus have time to reach their
gets. However, in our data the spatial variation observe
not strongly correlated with the temporal variation.

~2! Increased distance between segments. Recall that
there is greater difference in linguopalatal contact betw
/n/ and /o/ at higher prosodic boundaries, for V-to-C a
especially for C-to-V. Possibly, after an open final vow
there could be overshoot of the following lingual target. Th
was suggested for the jaw in /ata/, /asa/, and /ada/~though
not /ana/! sequences by Keatinget al. ~1994!, or, since
movement velocity is usually proportional to displaceme
the larger displacements from an open final vowel to
following initial consonant would involve higher velocities
Higher velocity would result in a greater impact of th
tongue against the palate at closure~A. Löfqvist, personal
communication!. In both cases~overshoot or higher velocity!
more compression of the tongue tissue, and therefore gre
contact, would result. But in both cases if it is /n/’s distan
from the preceding vowel that leads to /n/’s greater cont
then we should see a negative correlation between the
3737 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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tact for V1 and C. This is so for speaker 1, C has the m
contact just when V1 has the least. And speaker 1 is the
subject who has consistent initial strengthening of /o/,
has the least contact just when C has the most. So for
subject, the spatial distance between successive oral ta
could be an important factor in initial strengthening
Whether the relevant distances, movements, and veloc
are those of the tongue, the jaw, or both, cannot be addre
with EPG.

~3! Increased coarticulation. Strengthening could in-
crease the overlap of /n/ with surrounding vowels, in whi
case contact at the back of the palate for /o/ could oc
during /n/, increasing the total contact measured for /n/.
this case there should be some correlation between the
tacts for adjacent /n/’s and /o/’s, such that when one
more contact the other also has more contact. For
speaker~speaker 2! there is a weak correlation of this kin
(r 250.2); for the other speakers the correlations were eit
near zero, or showed less coarticulation. In general th
correlations and the increased displacement between C
V’s at higher prosodic boundaries do not support this h
pothesis. Furthermore, this hypothesis would have nothin
say about the decreased contact for strengthened /o/.

~4! Greater coarticulatory resistance. Conversely, stron-
ger segments could resist coarticulatory undershoot bec
they resist blending with overlapping gestures~Fowler and
Saltzman 1993, p. 182!. Strengthening of /n/ would involve
more contact because the tongue blade is not pulled a
from its constriction target by /o/’s tongue body articulatio
and vice versa for /o/. This hypothesis is supported by
increased V-to-C and~especially! C-to-V displacements a
higher prosodic levels.

~5! Increased effort or energy. Articulatory strengthen-
ing could also result from a greater overall effort in spee
that would also affect the pulmonary and laryngeal syste
as has been proposed for stress~Ladefoged, 1967; Sluijter
et al., 1997!. Variations observed in supralaryngeal articu
tions would only be an indirect effect of this overall ener
increase~Öhman, 1967; Vayra and Fowler, 1992!. Another
possibility could be that initial strengthening is the result o
localized increase in supralaryngeal articulatory effo
Fujimura ~1990a! suggested that prosodic-domain initi
consonants are characterized by more ‘‘forceful’’ articu
tory gestures. Variation of articulatory effort was also su
gested by Straka~1963 p. 91!, who defined articulatory en
ergy in terms of the force of contraction of the muscl
primarily involved in the articulation of the segment, speci
cally excluding respiratory and laryngeal systems. Stra
found that in more ‘‘forceful’’ ~‘‘renforcée’’ ! pronunciation
there was greater linguopalatal contact for consonants
less contact for all vowels, and as a consequence an
creased difference in openness between successive segm
This is what we found at prosodic domain edges.

In conclusion, there are a number of possible mec
nisms that might result in the strengthening we have
served, but resolving this question would require much f
ther work.
3737C. Fougeron and P. A. Keating: Articulatory strengthening
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C. Enhancement and the listener

The mechanisms discussed above present strengthe
as either the automatic, unplanned consequence of s
other aspect of speech production, or something learne
part of the language. In either case it might be useful lingu
tically. We can think of three ways in which initial strength
ening could benefit a listener. Two of these have to do w
prosodic parsing. First, strengthening could help with s
mentation of the signal into words and higher domains. R
call that in Sec. I B 2b it was shown that there is som
enhancement of V-to-C and C-to-V linguopalatal contact d
ferences at prosodic boundaries. Figure 5 combines th
two aspects into a single scheme for a CV]CV sequence,
where] is some prosodic boundary. This schematic sho
that the articulatory contrast between the consonant after
boundary and its surrounding vowels is enhanced beca
they are more extreme in opposite directions. This articu
tory enhancement of the contrasts within the sequence
contribute to marking the prosodic boundary even m
clearly than do the vowel or consonant alone. A similar e
hancement of CV contrasts at domain-initial boundaries
Italian has been discussed by Farnetani and Vayra~1996, p.
12!: ‘‘Also boundaries are signalled by an increase in C
contrast: initial boundaries are marked by a strengthenin
consonant closure and by an increase in vowel posterio
~...!.’’

Second, the degree of strengthening could possibly
the listener about the strength of the prosodic bound
similar to the way that Wightmanet al. ~1992! suggest that
listeners could use degree of final lengthening. A liste
would know that when an initial consonant is more th
minimally strengthened, the boundary~or break! must be
stronger. In particular, IP boundaries could be distinguis
from word boundaries in this way. Our results would n
support a stronger claim, that listeners might judge the ab
lute level of any new domain from the degree of strength
ing. There is simply too much interspeaker variation.

The third way in which initial strengthening could be
efit a listener concerns lexical access. If initial strengthen
enhances the segment-specific articulations of conson
and vowels, then it could enhance cues that aid in identify
each segment. de Jong~1995! proposes that stress involves
local hyperarticulation that makes each segment more dif
ent from all other segments of the language, so that lex

FIG. 5. Schematic summarizing linguopalatal contact for segments span
a boundary. Dashed line shows difference between final-syllable /n/
final /o/ in a domain; bold line shows difference between final /o/ and ini
/n/; dotted line shows difference between initial /n/ and initial-syllable /o
3738 J. Acoust. Soc. Am., Vol. 101, No. 6, June 1997
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contrasts are more distinctive. Along the same lines,
hanced accessibility of segmental information in doma
initial positions would be particularly helpful, particularl
for word-initial segments which are important in word re
ognition ~Cole et al., 1978; Hawkins and Cutler, 1988! and
at domain beginnings where there is less top-down~e.g., syn-
tactic and semantic! information available.

Of course the linguistic function of initial strengthenin
presupposes that strengthening has one or more acou
auditory correlates. We found that the variation in li
guopalatal contact for /n/ and /o/ is accompanied by variat
in acoustic duration, though the two measures are
strongly correlated. The acoustic duration differences wo
be potentially available to listeners. It remains to be se
whether the linguopalatal contact differences have any o
associated acoustic properties, and whether these ca
heard by listeners.

D. Prosody and articulation

Our results underline a point made by a few other
searchers: the importance of understanding, controlling,
reporting the prosody of speech materials in articulation
periments. For the individual experimenter, unsought va
tion in prosody is a potential confound both within an
across speakers, as our own experiment shows. It can
make comparisons across studies difficult or impossible
researchers have always known. Yet, at the same ti
awareness of prosodic differences between sentences
turn apparent random variation into predictable, lawful reg
larities of speech production, as we hope to have shown h

This is not to say that prosody is easy to control, or th
experiments on prosodic effects are easy to design. It ca
especially difficult to find sequences of real words that c
occur across a variety of prosodic boundaries and that c
tain segments appropriate to a given method of articulat
data collection~in our case, lingual consonants!. Reiterant
speech finesses this difficulty, but some subjects may no
able to produce it fluently~Larkey, 1983! ~thought this was
not a problem in the present study!. It may also be the case
that reiterant speech induces somewhat exaggerated rh
mic alternations. These in turn may enhance the proso
phrasing, and thereby its manifestation in articulation. T
present experiment does not address this point, and ou
sults need to be confirmed with experiments using real wo
~see Fougeron and Keating, 1996 for French!.

Another difficulty in such experiments is that the phra
ings of the test sentences are unclear unless the utterance
prosodically analyzed. The use of orthographic devices s
as punctuation~e.g., commas! or parentheses in the test m
terials does not guarantee that subjects will produce any
ticular phrasing. In our study there was variation both with
and across speakers, requiringpost hocprosodic transcrip-
tion to determine the actual phrasing of each token.

E. Conclusion

Most previous research on prosodic demarcation has
cused on the ends of prosodic domains. Our results ad
the much smaller literature on beginnings of domains.
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least some tongue blade and body articulations are more
treme in domain-initial positions. We have shown that po
tion with respect to prosodic boundaries affects articulat
constriction, something that would seem to be an inher
property of a sound.
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